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Abstract
Mars Pathfinder is the second of NASA’s “cheaper, better, faster” Discovery missions, the first,
the Near l;arth Asteroid IUmdezvous (NEAR) mission, was launched on February 17, 1996 to tag up with
Iiros in February 1999.
LJndcr a development cost cap] of$171 M, the Pathfinder challenge is to land on Mars on July 4,
1997,38 months after project start, to image its surroundings, take weather mcasurcmcnts and deploy a
rover the size of a “brcadbaskc[” for surface cnginccring mobility tests, science measurements against
rocks and close-up imaging of the surface. The primary mission durations for the rover and lander arc one
week ami one month respectively. 1 lowcvcr, there is nothing to preclude longer operations up to one year.
]’athfindcr is in a special, “chcapcr, better, faster” project operating mode at JPI., accomplishing a
challci]ging mission on a quick reaction schedule, at low cost and Fixed price, using a “Kelly Johnson”likc skunkworks approach, focusing on a limited set of objectives, streamlining project approaches, using
a cost-effective balance of available and new technology, exploiting the existing deep space infrastructure
at JP1., and minimiy.ing bureaucratic red tape. NASA’s Ofllcc of Space Science is developing Pathfinder.
lhc Advanced Concepts and Technology OtXce teamed with the Space Science OfJice is developing the
Pathfinder lover. Pathfinder is being performed at JPL in its in-house, flight system build mode.
Space projczts under tight cost and schedule constraints must not take “short cuts” in certain critical
project implementation steps, just the opposite, these steps must be emphasized even more.
Some of these critical steps arc:
1. l’cchnical, cost and schedule planning
2. Technical, cost and schedule monitoring and control
3. Risk assessment and mitigation
Risk has two elements: programmatic and mission which arc highly interrelated. Over-emphasis on
staying within the budget could jeopardize mission success, and in today’s environment, it is not
acceptable to overrun cost caps.
In addition, with NASA’s breaking up the available US space $ pie into many small missions,
avoiding all eggs in one basket, there is no excuse for taking undue programmatic or mission risk on any
one small mission.
Then how does a project manager proceed with what appears to be a rather highly
constrained project implementation challenge: accomplishing a significant mission,
under tight cost and schedule constraints, while not failing?
This paper and the symposium talk summarizes the Pathfinder project approach to this qucstion---wha( is working well and what about the approach that needs further work—-and provides a status update
on Pathfinder’s readiness for launch, its 7 month cruise to Mars and its Mars surface landing.
-.
‘ lb clcvclop]llcrrt of Ihc flight systcm cxclucting the rover ($2SM), Delta launch vchiclc ($54M) and fligll[

($14 M).
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